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Putin Coward Extraordinaire
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Well, it has all finally caught up on Putin the mouse - what has, you ask? It was Putin
that allowed the USA to install offensive missile systems on Russia’s land borders, while
taking enormous financial bribes from the west at the time -- a simple confrontation then
would have ended in a retreat by the US/NATO as it lacked the confidence and military
means it has at its disposal today.

Putin

Putin also failed to pursue ally Yugoslavia’s ILLEGAL fragmentation (now known as ‘Balkanisation’)
which same plan is being executed in Syria as I write by the USA; he also allowed the US/NATO to
trounce ally Libya and murder Gaddafi though he squeaked like a mouse about breaches of the UN
security council’s restrictions; what did Putin do besides squeal like a mouse about the illegal
breaches and destruction of the most progressive state in North Africa? NOTHING! So it’s little
wonder that Putin is the butt of jokes by US deep state insiders, which are all hell bent on the
original PNAC plan (pax-Americana or world domination) which plan was published years ago for the
entire world to read, or did you miss that, Vladimir?

Now the full face slap by the Pentagon and neocons, ‘eat shit, Putin’ is the message sent by the US
to Putin and Xi, as the now, pre-planned from the start, Balkanisation of Syria (and the entire Middle
East) is underway, which grossly illegal military intervention by American forces not only shits in
Putin’s face but also flys in the face of numerous international laws -- now keep an eye on cowering
States, China and Russia, which have always retreated when confronted by the west. The entire US
deep state is totally convinced their move in Syria will meet with no resistance from Russia or China,
and for very good historical reason, meanwhile Iran is spitting chips, as it warned of such an event.

Russia’s successful LEGAL intervention in Syria was stymied by mouse Putin who vacillated on
bullshit (obvious) peace deals and allowed the US to re-group its proxy forces, especially the Kurds.

Well, Mr Putin, those who hesitate in today’s world lose, and as they say the roosters have ALL come
home to roost and if you’re not ready to eat chicken then I assure you your military is, after of
course taking you out back and putting a bullet in your stinking, corrupt, duplicitous, cowardly head
-- you disgusting piece of yellow shit! Never has the world seen a nuclear superpower abandon so
many allies in such a short period of time. That is how history will remember you Mr Putin, you will
be recorded as the most spineless leader in Russia’s ENTIRE history.
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Where are the likes of Nikita today? Though the Russian military would intervene for the sake of
Russia’s survival, as Putin, true to form, would defer to the west and capitulate while squeaking we
don’t want war -- has it not yet occurred to that cowardly shit that he is dealing with American
psychopaths that know only brute force and how to lie through their mass murdering, avaricious
teeth. Either step aside for the good of Russia or meet with an unfortunate accident -- your move,
chicken shit!

Putin with ABANDONED Gaddafi

http://www.counterpunch.org/2017/03/28/ending-syrias-nightmare-will-take-pressure-from-below/
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